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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM
1.

CONTEXT OF THE PROPOSAL

The “European Capitals of Culture” (ECOC) action is governed by Decision
No 445/2014/EU1 for the titles 2020 to 2033. In its Annex, the Decision includes a
chronological list indicating when each Member State (two per year) or a candidate
country/potential candidate participating in the Creative Europe Programme or in the
subsequent Union programmes supporting culture, is entitled to host the action. Competitions
for the award of the ECOC title start six years before the year of the title with the publication
of calls for applications by the relevant authority.
Decision (EU) 2017/15452 extended the action to cities from European Free Trade Association
countries that are parties to the Agreement on the European Economic Area and participate in
the Creative Europe Programme or in the subsequent Union programmes supporting culture.
The calendar annexed to Decision No 445/2014/EU was accordingly replaced by the calendar
annexed to Decision (EU) 2017/1545.
The general and specific objectives of the ECOC action are described in Article 2 of Decision
No 445/2014/EU. These are: safeguarding and promoting the diversity of cultures in Europe,
fostering the contribution of culture to the long-term development of cities, enhancing the
range, diversity and European dimension of the cultural offering in cities, including through
transnational cooperation, widening access to and participation in culture, strengthening the
capacity of the cultural sector and its links with other sectors, raising the international profile
of cities through culture.
The attainment of these objectives, which is linked to mobility, travel, organisation of events
and public participation is severely compromised by the COVID-19 pandemic, which has had
serious implications on the delivery and preparation of current and upcoming ECOC.
Decision No 445/2014/EU does not provide for the necessary flexibility to take into account
such extraordinary circumstances.
Ensuring delivery of the objectives of the ECOC action under these circumstances would
therefore require changes to Decision No 445/2014/EU. These changes should not deviate from
the original principles, rules and procedures of the Decision but be limited to what is strictly
necessary to deal with this unprecedented situation.
The most affected ECOC are obviously those that should now be delivering their year (the two
ECOC 2020) or should be accelerating their preparatory work to be ready on time next year
(the three ECOC 2021). The two ECOC 2022 and the one ECOC 2023 are much less impacted
as they have still enough time ahead of them to think thoroughly about how to adjust their
programmes to take account of different restricting scenarios in the future.
Both ECOC 2020 have had to postpone or cancel all events since March 2020 without any
clarity when the situation will come back to normality. In practice, they are prevented from
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implementing their ECOC year and capitalizing on their good preparatory work. A possible
prolongation of the ECOC 2020 cultural programmes into 2021 – though it would not
compensate the two cities for the enormous loss they are suffering – would shed an increased
rebranded light on the activities of both ECOC 2020 in the early months of 2021. It would also
benefit them with the spotlight associated with the ECOC brand for a longer period.
Furthermore, COVID-19 has resulted in a high a level of uncertainty in nearly all areas
associated with the ECOC 2021 year in terms of insecure financing perspectives from public
and private partners, unknown safety regulations affecting both participatory work with citizens
and event types to be authorised, as well as travel restrictions reducing tourism flows and
possibilities of European/international partnerships. The preventive measures have slowed
down the preparatory work of the three ECOC 2021 to a critical point, when they should, under
normal circumstances, double efforts. Delivery teams were in lockdown for a few months and
the economic survival of potential contracting partners is uncertain. A postponement of the
three ECOC 2021 into 2022 or 2023 is therefore recommended.
Following the UK’s withdrawal from the Union, only one city is scheduled to hold the ECOC
title in 2023. Postponing two of the three ECOC 2021 to 2023 would be more balanced: there
would be three ECOC in 2022 and three ECOC in 2023. Such a balanced approach would
maximise the visibility of the ECOC action.
To accommodate for the circumstances described above, namely give the possibility to the two
ECOC 2020 to prolong their cultural programmes into 2021 and postpone the years in which
the ECOC 2021 countries will be able to host the title, it is necessary to amend Decision No
445/2014/EU.
2.

LEGAL BASIS, SUBSIDIARITY AND PROPORTIONALITY

•

Legal basis

This proposal amends Decision No 445/2014/EU establishing a Union action for the European
Capitals of Culture for the years 2020 to 2033 and is therefore based on the same legal base,
Article 167(5) TFUE.
•

Subsidiarity (for non-exclusive competence)

As Decision No 445/2014/EU is a legal act of the Union, it can only be amended by way of an
equivalent legal act. Member States cannot act individually.
•

Proportionality

The proposed amendments are suitable to address the extraordinary situation created in ECOC
2020 and 2021 by creating more favourable conditions for them to deliver their cultural
programmes and activities in a way that will ensure the attainment of the objectives of the
action.
The proposed amendments do not go beyond what is necessary to achieve the above aim, as
they are limited to changes concerning the years 2020 and 2021, when the impact of the
pandemic is expected to be the highest.
•

Choice of the instrument

Decision No 445/2014/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council is a legal act of the
Union and can only be amended by a legal act of the same type.
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3.

RESULTS OF STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATIONS

Since the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Commission has been in close contact and
dialogue with the delivery teams of all ECOC 2020 to 2023 in various individual, bilateral and
collective settings with the view to better understanding the impact of the pandemic on the
delivery and preparation of current and upcoming European Capitals of Culture. The delivery
teams have also liaised with their respective Boards as well as with their local, regional and
national authorities in order to explore with them the best venues for moving forward. The
Commission has also been contacted directly by some national authorities (Ireland, Romania,
Greece, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Hungary and Serbia).
More particularly, four joint online meetings were arranged over the period: on 2 April, joint
teleconference with the two ECOC 2020 and representatives from the Irish and Croatian Culture
Ministries; on 29 April, joint online meeting with the two ECOC 2022; on 30 April, joint online
meeting with the three ECOC 2021; and on 5 May, joint online meeting with the eight ECOC
2020-2023.
On invitation from the Commission, each ECOC 2020, 2021, 2022 and 2023 sent the
Commission a letter (most of them co-signed by their respective Culture Ministry/Minister) to
express whether they were willing to prolong/postpone the cultural programme of their titleyear and give solid justification for their position.
The following paragraphs give an overview of the outcome of this consultation process.
The two ECOC 2020 are the most severely and directly hit. Both had to postpone or cancel all
events since March 2020 without any clarity when (and whether) the situation will come back
to normality. In practice, they are prevented from implementing their ECOC year and
capitalising on the huge investment made. Both ECOC delivery teams have had to lay off staff
and are in semi-hibernation mode.
In the three ECOC 2021, the pandemic results in a very high a level of uncertainty in nearly all
areas associated with their preparation: insecure financing perspectives from public and private
partners, unknown future safety regulations affecting both participatory work and event types
to be authorised, as well as travel restrictions reducing tourism flows and possibilities of
European/international partnerships. The preventive measures have slowed down the
preparatory work of the three ECOC 2021 to a critical point, when they should, under normal
circumstances, double efforts, due to the fact that delivery teams were in lockdown while the
economic survival of potential contracting partners is uncertain.
The two ECOC 2022 and the one ECOC 2023 are much less impacted as they have still enough
time ahead to think thoroughly about how to adjust their programmes to take account of
different restricting scenarios in the future.
In conclusion, it appears that the ECOC 2020 to 2023 are not affected in the same way by the
pandemic.
The most affected are obviously those ECOC that should now be delivering their year (the two
ECOC 2020) or should be accelerating their preparatory work to be ready on time next year
(the three ECOC 2021).
It is also worth noting that the ECOC of a same year may be affected to various degrees because
confinement measures were not the same across Europe, because the resilience of the cultural
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sector and the financial capacity of their local, regional and national authorities are not the same
and/or because they had not reached the same level of development in their preparation when
they were hit by the pandemic, resulting in some being caught at a moment when they had to
move very fast.
4.

BUDGETARY IMPLICATIONS

The Commission's proposal has no direct budgetary implication. The pecuniary Melina
Mercouri Prize paid to each designated city by the end of March of the year of the title under
conditions specified in Article 14 of the Decision and the costs associated with the work of
those members of the expert panel designated by Union institutions and bodies are covered by
the existing resources of the Creative Europe programme for the 2014-2020 financial
framework, or will be covered by the subsequent Union programmes supporting culture for the
years after 2020. Furthermore, the proposal will not result in a higher number of European
Capitals of Culture over the period from 2020 to 2033.
5.

OTHER ELEMENTS

In its proposal, the Commission proposes to:

EN

–

allow the Member States in the calendar set out in the Annex to be more than two for
the year 2023;

–

give to the ECOC designated by Croatia and Ireland for 2020 the possibility to
implement their programmes until 30 April 2021 without changing the year of
designation;

–

postpone the year in which Romania and Greece are entitled to host the ECOC title
from 2021 to 2023;

–

postpone the year in which a candidate country or potential candidate is entitled to host
the ECOC title from 2021 to 2022;

–

confirm the validity of the processes referred to in Articles 7 to 11 and Article 13 of
Decision 445/2014/EU already concluded for the year of the title 2021 (only the year
of the title being changed as indicated above);

–

update accordingly the dates of the submission of the final evaluations for the two
ECOC 2020.
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2020/0179 (COD)
Proposal for a
DECISION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL
Amending Decision No 445/2014/EU establishing a Union action for the European
Capitals of Culture for the years 2020 to 2033
(Text with EEA relevance)

THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION,
Having regard to the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, and in particular Article
167 (5) thereof,
Having regard to the proposal from the European Commission,
After transmission of the draft legislative act to the national parliaments,
Having regard to the opinion of the Committee of the Regions 3,
Acting in accordance with the ordinary legislative procedure,
Whereas:

EN

(1)

The objectives of the European Capitals of Culture action are, according to Article 2 of
Decision No 445/2014/EU, to safeguard and promote the diversity of cultures in Europe,
to foster the contribution of culture to the long-term development of cities, to enhance
the range, diversity and European dimension of the cultural offering in cities, including
through transnational cooperation, to widen access to and participation in culture, to
strengthen the capacity of the cultural sector and its links with other sectors and to raise
the international profile of cities through culture.

(2)

The attainment of these objectives presupposes mobility, travel, organisation of events
and public participation, which are extremely difficult if not virtually impossible in the
COVID-19 pandemic era.

(3)

As a direct consequence of lock-down measures taken across Europe, cultural venues
have been closed down and cultural events have been cancelled or postponed for an
undetermined period of time. European and international cultural cooperation projects
have been radically slowed down, as the physical crossing of borders has been limited.
Finally, due to rapidly decreasing revenues and emerging public health-related needs,
local, regional and national governments are under increased budgetary pressures.
Private sponsoring for culture is also becoming more challenging for the time being as
there is no public event to sponsor or because companies give priority to public healthrelated sponsoring activities.

(4)

Current and future European Capitals of Culture are impacted to various degrees
primarily depending on the year for which they hold the title. It appears that the impact
is strongest on the implementation of the two European Capitals of Culture 2020 and
the preparation of the three European Capitals of Culture 2021.
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(5)

The two European Capitals of Culture 2020 had to postpone or cancel all events since
March 2020 without any clarity when (and whether) the situation will come back to
normality. In practice, they are prevented from implementing their year as a European
Capital of Culture and capitalising on the huge investment made.

(6)

In the three European Capitals of Culture 2021, the pandemic results in a very high level
of uncertainty in nearly all areas associated with their preparation: insecure financing
perspectives from public and private partners, unknown future safety regulations
affecting both participatory work and event types to be authorised, as well as travel
restrictions reducing tourism flows and possibilities of European partnerships. The
preventive measures slowed down the preparatory work of the three European Capitals
of Culture 2021 to a critical point, when they should, under normal circumstances,
double efforts, due to the fact that delivery teams were in lockdown while the economic
survival of potential contracting partners is uncertain.

(7)

Decision No 445/2014/EU does not provide for the necessary flexibility to take into
account these extraordinary circumstances, more specifically it does not include any
provision on prolongation or postponement of the year when a particular city holds the
title of a European Capital of Culture.

(8)

Decision No 445/2014/EU should therefore be amended in a way that is strictly tailored
to the need to address this exceptional situation in order to allow cities holding the title
of a European Capital of Culture that are most severely impacted by the pandemic to
implement their programmes in a way that allows the delivery of the objectives of the
action.

(9)

After a consultation process that involved the cities and the Member States concerned,
it has been concluded that it is appropriate to provide the possibility to the ECOC cities
designated by Croatia and Ireland for 2020 to continue implementing their programmes
until 30 April 2021, without changing the year of designation. Therefore, Articles 3, 4
and 16 of Decision 445/2014/EU should be amended accordingly.

(10)

After a consultation process which involved the cities and the Member States concerned,
it has been concluded that the year in which Romania and Greece are entitled to host the
title of a European Capital of Culture should be postponed from 2021 to 2023 and the
year in which a candidate country or potential candidate is entitled to host the ECOC
title should be postponed from 2021 to 2022. Therefore, Article 3 of Decision
445/2014/EU and the calendar set out in the Annex to that Decision should be amended
accordingly. This Decision should not affect the validity of the procedures referred to in
Articles 7 to 11 and 13 that have already been concluded with respect to the year of the
title 2021,

HAVE ADOPTED THIS DECISION:
Article 1
Decision No 445/2014/EU is amended as follows:
(1)

Article 3 is amended as follows:
(a)

the second subparagraph of paragraph 2 is replaced by the following:
‘The title shall be awarded each year to a maximum of one city in each of the
two Member States appearing in the calendar set out in the Annex (“the
calendar”) and, in the relevant years, to one city from a European Free Trade
Association country which is party to the Agreement on the European Economic
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Area (“EFTA/EEA country”), a candidate country or a potential candidate, or to
one city from a country that accedes to the Union in the circumstances set out in
paragraph 5. In 2023, a maximum of one city in each of the three Member States
appearing in the calendar set out in the Annex shall hold the title.’;
(b)

paragraph 3 is replaced by the following:
‘Cities in Member States shall be entitled to hold the title for one year in
accordance with the order of the Member States appearing in the calendar. The
cities holding the title in 2020 shall have the possibility to continue
implementing their cultural programme until 30 April 2021, without the year of
designation being changed.’

(2)

The second subparagraph of Article 4(2) is replaced by the following:
‘The cultural programme shall cover the year of the title and shall be created
specifically for the title, in accordance with the criteria laid down in Article 5. The
cities holding the title in 2020 shall have the possibility to continue implementing their
cultural programme until 30 April 2021.’

(3)

In Article 16(1) the following fifth subparagraph is added:
‘The cities holding the title in 2020 shall draw up their evaluation reports and transmit
them to the Commission by 30 April 2022.’

(4)

The Annex is replaced by the text set out in the Annex to this Decision.
Article 2

The procedures referred to in Articles 7 to 11 and Article 13(2)(a) of Decision 445/2014/EU
already concluded for the year of the title 2021 shall remain valid. The year of the title shall be
changed according to the Annex to this Decision.
Article 3
This Decision shall enter into force on the twentieth day following that of its publication in the
Official Journal of the European Union.
Done at Brussels,

For the European Parliament
The President
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The President
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ANNEX
CALENDAR
2020

Croatia

Ireland

2022

Lithuania

Luxembourg

Candidate country or potential candidate

2023

Hungary

Romania

Greece

2024

Estonia

Austria

EFTA/EEA country, candidate country or
potential candidate

2025

Slovenia

Germany

2026

Slovakia

Finland

2027

Latvia

Portugal

2028

Czech Republic

France

2029

Poland

Sweden

2030

Cyprus

Belgium

2031

Malta

Spain

2032

Bulgaria

Denmark

2033

Netherlands

Italy

2021
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EFTA/EEA country, candidate country or
potential candidate

EFTA/EEA country, candidate country or
potential candidate

EFTA/EEA country, candidate country or
potential candidate
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Com (20) 384
Information Note
1. Proposal
This is a proposal for a decision of the European Parliament and of the Council amending
Decision No 445/2014/EU establishing a Union action for the European Capitals of Culture
(ECOC) for the years 2020 to 2033.
2. Date of Commission document
19th August 2020
3. Number of Commission document
COM(2020) 384 final
4. Number of Council document:
2020/0179(COD)
5. Dealt with in Brussels by
Cultural Affairs Committee
6. Department with primary responsibility
Department of Culture, Heritage & Gaeltacht
7. Other Departments involved
None
8. Background to, Short summary and aim of the proposal
Background Information – Galway 2020 European Capital of Culture (ECOC)
Galway 2020’s ambition for hosting the ECOC title this year is the delivery of an artistic and
cultural programme that will exceed expectations and leave a lasting legacy for Galway city
and county. The original programme of events was launched on 18 September 2019 and
included a year-long celebration of creativity spanning all art forms.
On 12 March last, all public activity by Galway 2020 ceased in response to the Government’s
public health requirements arising from the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. Following a

commitment by the Minister on 30 April to keep Government funding in place to allow Galway
2020 explore with its cultural partners the options for delivery of their projects in line with
evolving public health measures, a revised cultural programme, which would see projects from
Galway’s original winning ECOC bid delivered through a variety of formats including online
and in-person up to end March 2021, was submitted to the Department for review and approval.
On 10 July, the Minister gave her approval for Galway 2020 to proceed with the revised cultural
programme subject to compliance at all times with prevailing public health requirements.
In conjunction with the above process, the Department and Galway 2020 have been engaged
with the European Commission and the other countries and cities with European Capitals of
Culture 2020 to 2023 on finding solutions to the challenges presented by COVID-19 to their
activities and plans. In light of these consultations, Ireland, similar to other impacted countries,
wrote to Commissioner Mariya Gabriel to request a prolongation of Ireland’s title year as 2020
European Capital of Culture to April 2021.
Ireland’s request for prolongation of Galway 2020 to April 2021, in addition to requests from
others to respectively prolong (Rijeka 2020, Croatia) or postpone their 2021 European Capital
of Culture (Romania, Greece, candidate or potential candidate country) has resulted in this
proposal by the European Commission to amend the Decision of the European Parliament and
Council establishing a Union action for ECOCs 2020 to 2033.

Short Summary and Aim of the proposal
The proposal aims to amend Decision No 445/2014/EU to allow Galway 2020 and Riejka 2020
to prolong their European Capital of Culture year to April 2021 without changing the year of
designation and allow the countries designated to hold the title of 2021 European Capital of
Culture to postpone their designated year to 2022 or 2023.
The amendment will create more favourable conditions for Galway 2020 to deliver its cultural
programme and activities and allow it compensate for the period that it could not hold events,
while also ensuring the attainment of the ECOC objectives.
In that regard the Commission proposes to:
– give to the ECOC designated by Croatia and Ireland for 2020 the possibility to implement
their programmes until 30 April 2021 without changing the year of designation;
– allow more than two Member States for the year 2023;
– postpone the year in which Romania and Greece are entitled to host the ECOC title from 2021
to 2023;
– postpone the year in which a candidate country or potential candidate is entitled to host the
ECOC title from 2021 to 2022;
– confirm the validity of the processes referred to in Articles 7 to 11 and Article 13 of Decision
445/2014/EU already concluded for the year of the title 2021 (only the year of the title being
changed as indicated above);
– update accordingly the dates of the submission of the final evaluations for the two ECOC
2020.

9. Legal basis of the proposal
This proposal amends Decision No 445/2014/EU establishing a Union action for the European
Capitals of Culture for the years 2020 to 2033 and is therefore based on the same legal base,
Article 167(5) TFUE.
10. Voting Method
QMV
11. Role of the EP
Co-decision
12. Category of proposal
The proposed amendment is of significance to Ireland as Galway 2020 holds the title of
European Capital of Culture this year and the proposed amendment allows Galway 2020 deliver
its revised cultural programme up to end March 2021 without changing the year of designation.
It also allows the focus and attention that comes with holding a European Capital of Culture
designation shine on Galway 2020 for a longer period than would have been the case in normal
circumstances.
13. Implications for Ireland & Ireland's Initial View
The proposed amendment is welcomed by the Department of Culture, Heritage and the
Gaeltacht as Galway 2020 can proceed with the delivery of its revised cultural programme up
to end March 2021 without needing to change the designation year and while continuing to
benefit from the focus a European Capital of Culture attracts nationally and internationally.
14. Impact on the public
No negative impacts are envisaged for the public. The prolongation of Galway 2020 up to
March 2021 allows projects that have been in development over a number of years and which
have received significant public investment, be delivered for the public. The Department is
liaising closely on an on-going basis with Galway 2020 to ensure that the delivery of all projects
is in line with prevailing public health requirements.
15. Have any consultations with Stakeholders taken place or are there any plans to do so?
Extensive consultations took place over the period April to June this year between the European
Commission and the impacted countries and cities to discuss the challenges presented by
COVID-19 related restrictions and to seek solutions for all concerned.

16. Are there any subsidiarity issues for Ireland?
There are no subsidiarity issues.
17. Anticipated negotiating period
The Commission is seeking agreement as soon as possible.
18. Proposed implementation date
It is proposed that a Decision will be reached by October 2020 and shall enter into force on the
twentieth day following its publication in the Official Journal of the European Union.
19. Consequences for national legislation
There are no consequences for national legislation
20. Method of Transposition into Irish law
Not applicable
21. Anticipated Transposition date
Not applicable
22. Consequences for the EU budget in Euros annually
The Commission's proposal has no additional budgetary implications.
23. Contact name, telephone number and e-mail address of official in Department with
primary responsibility
Sinéad O’Hara
Culture Ireland
Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht
Tel: 0858037214
Email: sinead.ohara@chg.gov.ie
Date: 2 September 2020

Com (20) 384
Nóta Faisnéise
1. Togra
Is togra é seo le haghaidh cinneadh ó Pharlaimint na hEorpa agus ón gComhairle lena leasaítear
Cinneadh Uimh. 445/2014/AE lena mbunaítear beart Aontais i dtaca le Príomhchathracha
Cultúir na hEorpa (ECOC) do na blianta 2020 go 2033.
2. Dáta dhoiciméad an Choimisiúin
An 19 Lúnasa 2020

3. Uimhir dhoiciméad an Choimisiúin
COM(2020) 384 deiridh

4. Uimhir dhoiciméad na Comhairle
2020/0179(COD)

5. An Chomhairle a dhéileáil leis sa Bhruiséil:
Coiste na gCeisteanna Cultúir

6. An Roinn ar a bhfuil an fhreagracht phríomha:
An Roinn Cultúir, Oidhreachta & Gaeltachta
7. Ranna Eile a bhí bainteach leis an ábhar
Ceann ar bith

8. Cúlra agus aidhm an togra agus Achoimre ghearr air
Eolas Cúlra - Gaillimh 2020 Príomhchathair Chultúir na hEorpa (ECOC)
Is í mian Ghaillimh 2020 maidir le teideal ECOC na bliana seo a óstáil ná clár ealaíonta agus
cultúir a chur ar fáil a bheidh níos fearr ná mar a bheidh daoine ag súil leis agus a fhágfaidh
oidhreacht go ceann i bhfad do chathair agus contae na Gaillimhe. Rinneadh an bunchlár
imeachtaí a sheoladh ar an 18 Meán Fómhair 2019 agus áiríodh ann ceiliúradh ar an
gcruthaitheacht a mhairfeadh bliain ar gach foirm de na healaíona.

Ar an 12 Márta seo caite, stop gach gníomhaíocht phoiblí Ghaillimh 2020 mar fhreagra ar
riachtanais sláinte poiblí an Rialtais a d'eascair as tionchar na paindéime COVID-19. I ndiaidh
ghealltanas an Aire ar an 30 Aibreán maoiniú Rialtais a choinneáil i bhfeidhm lena chur ar
chumas Ghaillimh 2020 dul i mbun fiosraithe lena chuid páirtnéirí cultúir féachaint lena gcuid
tionscadal a chur ar fáil i gcomhréir leis na bearta sláinte poiblí a cuireadh i bhfeidhm, cuireadh
clár cultúir leasaithe, trína gcuirfí tionscadail ó bhuntairiscint bhuacach ECOC na Gaillimhe ar
fáil i réimsí formáidí lena n-áirítear ar líne agus daoine a bheith i láthair suas go dtí deireadh
Mhárta 2021, ar aghaidh chuig an Roinn lena athbhreithniú agus a cheadú. Ar an 10 Iúil, thug
an tAire cead do Ghaillimh 2020 leanúint lena chlár cultúir leasaithe faoi réir cloí an t-am ar
fad leis na riachtanais sláinte poiblí a bhí ann ag an am.
I gcomhar leis an bpróiseas thuas, bhí an Roinn agus Gaillimh 2020 i mbun comhairliúcháin
leis an gCoimisiún Eorpach agus le tíortha agus cathracha eile a bhfuil Príomhchathracha
Cultúir na hEorpa 2020 go 2023 bronnta orthu chun réitigh a fháil ar na dúshláin a chruthaigh
COVID-19 dá ngníomhaíochtaí agus pleananna. I bhfianaise na gcomhairliúchán sin, scríobh
Éire, mar aon le tíortha eile a raibh tionchar orthu, chuig an gCoimisinéir Mariya Gabriel chun
síneadh a chur le teideal na hÉireann mar Príomhchathair Chultúir na hEorpa 2020 go dtí
Aibreán 2021.
Mar thoradh ar iarratas na hÉireann síneadh a chur le Gaillimh 2020 go dtí Aibreán 2021, chomh
maith le hiarratais bhreise ó thíortha eile síneadh a chur lena bPríomhchathair Chultúir (Rijeka
2020, An Chróit) nó a bPríomhchathair Chultúir 2021 a chur ar ceal (An Rómáin, an Ghréig,
iarratasóir nó iarratasóir féideartha do thír) tá an moladh seo déanta ag an gCoimisiún Eorpach
leasú a dhéanamh ar an gCinneadh ó Pharlaimint na hEorpa agus ón gComhairle lena
mbunaítear beart Aontais i dtaca le ECOCanna do na blianta 2020 go 2033.

Aidhm an togra agus Achoimre ghearr air
Tá sé i gceist leis an togra Cinneadh Uimh 445/2014/AE a leasú d'fhonn cead a thabhairt do
Ghaillimh 2020 agus do Riejka 2020 síneadh a chur lena mbliain mar Phríomhchathair Chultúir
na hEorpa go dtí Aibreán 2021 gan athrú a dhéanamh do bhliain an ainmniúcháin chomh maith
le cead a thabhairt do thíortha a ainmníodh don teideal Príomhchathair Chultúir na hEorpa 2021
a mbliain ainmnithe féin a chur siar go dtí 2022 nó 2023.
Cruthóidh an leasú coinníollacha níos fabhraí do Ghaillimh 2020 lena chlár agus
gníomhaíochtaí cultúir a chur ar fáil agus cuirfidh ar a gcumas cúiteamh a dhéanamh don
tréimhse nach raibh siad ábalta imeachtaí a chur ar siúl agus cinnteoidh ag an am céanna go
mbainfear amach cuspóirí ECOC.
Maidir leis sin, tá sé i gceist ag an gCoimisiún:
– an fhéidearthacht a thabhairt don ECOC atá ainmnithe ag an gCróit agus ag Éirinn don bhliain
2020 a gcláir a chur i bhfeidhm go dtí an 30 Aibreán 2021 gan an bhliain ainmniúcháin a athrú;
– níos mó ná dhá Bhallstát a cheadú don bhliain 2023;
– an bhliain a bhfuil an Rómáin agus an Ghréig in ainm is teideal an ECOC a óstáil a chur siar
ón mbliain 2021 go dtí an bhliain 2023;

– an bhliain a bhfuil tír is iarrthóir nó iarrthóir ionchasach i dteideal theideal ECOC na bliana
2021 go dtí 2022 a chur ar athlá;
– bailíocht na bpróiseas a ndéantar tagairt dóibh in Airteagail 7 go 11 agus in Airteagal 13 de
Chinneadh 445/2014/AE atá tugtha chun críche cheana féin do bhliain theideal 2021 a
dheimhniú (gan ach bliain an teidil a athrú mar a léirítear thuas);
– na dátaí i ndáil leis na measúnuithe deiridh maidir leis an dá ECOC 2020 a thabhairt cothrom
le dáta dá réir.

9. Bunús dlí an togra
Déanann an togra seo leasú ar Chinneadh Uimh. 445/2014/AE lena mbunaítear gníomh Aontais
do Phríomhchathracha Cultúir na hEorpa do na blianta 2020 go 2033 agus dá bhrí sin tá sé
bunaithe ar an mbunús dlí céanna, Airteagal 167(5) TFUE.

10. Modh Vótála
VTC (Vótáil trí thromlach cáilithe)

11. Ról PE (Parlaimint na hEorpa)
Comhchinneadh

12. Catagóir an togra
Tá suntas ar leith ag baint leis an leasú atá beartaithe d'Éirinn mar go bhfuil teideal
Príomhchathair Chultúir na hEorpa ag Gaillimh 2020 i mbliana agus tugtar cead do Ghaillimh
2020 a chlár cultúir leasaithe a chur ar fáil go dtí deireadh Márta 2021 gan gá a bheith ann
bhliain an ainmniúcháin a athrú leis an leasú atá beartaithe. Tugtar deis freisin do Ghaillimh
2020 leanúint de leas a bhaint as an bhfócas agus aird atá i gceist leis an ainmniúchán
Príomhchathair Chultúir na hEorpa ar feadh tréimhse níos faide ná mar a bheadh de ghnáth.
13. Impleachtaí d’Éirinn & Dearcadh Tosaigh na hÉireann
Cuireann an Roinn Cultúir, Oidhreachta agus Gaeltachta, fáilte roimh an leasú atá beartaithe
mar go mbeidh Gaillimh 2020 ábalta leanúint lena chlár cultúir leasaithe go dtí deireadh Márta
2021 gan gá a bheith ann bhliain an ainmniúcháin a athrú agus go mbeifear ábalta leanúint de
leas a bhaint as an aird náisiúnta agus idirnáisiúnta a tharraingíonn an teideal Príomhchathair
Chultúir na hEorpa.
14. Tionchar ar an bpobal
Ní mheastar go mbeidh aon tionchar diúltach ar an bpobal. Ó tharla gur cuireadh síneadh go dtí
Márta 2021 le Gaillimh 2020 beidh deis ann tionscadail a bhí á bhforbairt le cúpla bliain anuas

agus a fuair infheistíocht shuntasach phoiblí, a chur ar fáil don phobal. Tá an Roinn i mbun
dlúthphlé le Gaillimh 2020 ar bhonn leanúnach chun a chinntiú go mbeidh seachadadh gach
tionscadal ag teacht le riachtanais sláinte poiblí a bheidh ann ag an am.
15. An ndearnadh aon chomhairliúcháin le Páirtithe Leasmhara nó an bhfuil aon
phleananna ann chun déanamh amhlaidh?
Bhí comhairliúcháin fhorleathana ar siúl i rith na tréimhse ó Aibreán go Meitheamh na mbliana
seo idir an Coimisiún Eorpach agus na tíortha agus cathracha a raibh tionchar orthu chun na
dúshláin atá os a gcomhair mar gheall ar shrianta a bhaineann le COVID-19 a phlé agus chun
teacht ar réitigh do chách lena mbaineann.

16. An bhfuil aon saincheisteanna coimhdeachta ann maidir le hÉirinn?
Níl aon shaincheist coimhdeachta i ann.

17. Tréimhse mheasta na caibidlíochta
Tá an Coimisiún ag lorg comhaontaithe chomh luath agus is féidir.

18. An dáta cur chun feidhme atá beartaithe
Tá sé beartaithe go nglacfar Cinneadh faoi Dheireadh Fómhair 2020 agus beidh feidhm ag an
gCinneadh sin ar an bhfichiú lá i ndiaidh é a bheith foilsithe in Iris Oifigiúil an Aontais Eorpaigh

19. Iarmhairtí don reachtaíocht náisiúnta
Níl aon iarmhairtí ann don reachtaíocht náisiúnta.

20. An modh ina ndéanfar trasuíomh isteach i ndlí na hÉireann
Níl infheidhme

21. Dáta Trasuite measta
Níl infheidhme

22. Iarmhairtí do bhuiséad an AE in Euro in aghaidh na bliana
Níl aon impleachtaí breise ag togra an Choimisiúin ar an mbuiséad.

23. Ainm, uimhir theileafóin agus seoladh ríomhphoist an oifigigh ar a bhfuil an
phríomhfhreagracht sa Roinn

Sinéad O’Hara
Cultúr Éireann
An Roinn Cultúir, Oidhreachta agus Gaeltachta
Teil: 0858037214
Ríomhphost: sinead.ohara@chg.gov.ie
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